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Abstract—Following a large-scale disaster such as an earth-
quake or a hurricane, existing communication (e.g., cellular
towers) and other infrastructures (e.g., power lines, roads etc.)
are often critically impaired. This hampers the seamless exchange
of information, such as, the status of survivors, requirement of
relief materials, supply chain of goods and services, between the
rescue/relief teams and the control station in a disaster area, and
thereby preventing the timely recovery operations. To address
this, several network architectures, utilizing rescue/relief teams
equipped with wireless devices and easily deployable towers, have
been proposed to set up a temporary communication network.
While these works propose novel network architectures, they
largely ignore the fact that the availability of network resources
are often limited in such scenarios (mainly due to budgetary
constraints). Hence in this paper, we design a novel network
architecture to specifically address the resource-constrained post-
disaster scenarios. The underlying idea is to rationally allocate
the constrained network resources in the disaster area such that
(i) each shelter point is served by at least one network resource
and (ii) the end-to-end network latency, from volunteers to the
control station or vice-versa, is minimized. We formulate this
resource allocation problem as a non-linear programming (NLP)
optimization problem. After proving that such a problem is NP-
Hard, we propose an effective sub-optimal heuristic for solving it,
and thereby designing the planned architecture. Our extensive
experiments based on the real map of Durgapur, India show
that, in a resource-constrained scenario, the planned architecture
greatly outperforms an unplanned architecture in terms of both
delivery probability and end-to-end network latency.

Index Terms—Post-disaster environments, Delay tolerant net-
work, Resource allocation, Disaster management

I. INTRODUCTION

During the great Nepal Earthquake in April 2015, nearly
9, 000 people were killed, more than 22, 000 people were
injured, in excess of 600, 000 houses were destroyed and more
than 288, 255 houses damaged [1]. Several public infrastruc-
tures, such as roads, bridges, power lines, and electricity poles,
and communication infrastructures, such as cellular towers and
Internet routers, were damaged or impaired in several places
(14 out of 75 districts) in the event of Nepal Earthquake [2].
This is one example of many natural disasters that has occurred
in recent years. In fact, one recent report [3] has shown that
the occurrence of natural disaster has increased three folds in
1980− 2016 compared to that in 1940− 1980.
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Following a large-scale disaster, the affected area suffers
from sparse or no network coverage during and after the
golden hour 1 of the disaster (as also evident from Nepal
Earthquake). In such a situation, the rescue/relief parties, such
as, police vehicles, medical teams, firemen, etc., are unable
to seamlessly exchange information messages (e.g., status of
survivors, requirement of relief materials, supply chain of
goods and services, information on collapsed buildings and
roads, etc.) among each other. As a result, this leads to
an asynchronous coordination of rescue/relief operation and
ad-hoc decision making in the disaster area, which further
worsens the human lives and economic loss 2. Hence, there
is a need to establish a temporary network that enables
the seamless information exchange among various entities in
the disaster area, i.e., volunteers gathered in shelter points
(or relief camps), rescue/relief parties, and the controlling
authority, referred to as Master Control Station (MCS).

In the last two decades, several research works [6]–[13] have
been proposed for rapidly deploying a temporary communica-
tion infrastructure in a post-disaster scenario. For example, the
authors in [6]–[11] have proposed utilizing smart devices and
sensors to deploy a wireless ad-hoc delay tolerant networking
solution for emergency situations. Sakano et al. [12] proposed
a network architecture that utilizes movable and deployable
resource unit (MDRU) to establish to a disaster-resilient net-
work. Zussman et al. [13] proposed to employ the network
formed by smart badges to collect information from trapped
survivors. Saha et al. [14], [15] proposed utilizing long-range
WiFi towers, mobile vehicles equipped with wireless devices,
and information drop boxes to create a delay-constrained
network infrastructure for post-disaster environments. A more
detailed survey on deploying communication network in post-
disaster scenarios can be found in [16], [17].

1In emergency medicine, the golden hour (also known as golden time)
refers to a time lasting for one hour, or less, during which there is the highest
likelihood that prompt medical treatment will prevent death.

2Nepal Earthquake: Sindhupalchowk district - The total death toll after a
day of Nepal Earthquake was nearly 900. However, within 2 weeks, it rose
beyond 2000, standing it as one of the two most affected districts, along with
Kathmandu, the capital of Nepal [4]. According to a report [5], the villages
in Sindhupalchowk district did not receive any help even after 5 days of the
Earthquake. Consequently, several people reportedly died due to the absence
of basic relief materials, such as, blankets, food, drinking water, and medicine.



All these works have mainly focused in designing novel
network architectures, utilizing varying numbers and types
of network resources, such as, UAV drones, smart phones,
communication towers, information drop boxes, mobile base
stations, vehicles, sensors etc. However, they largely ignore
the fact that the availability of such network resources pool
are often limited in post-disaster scenarios, particularly in low
economy zones. This is mainly because the controlling author-
ity, such as the government disaster management authority,
have a fixed funding budgetary constraint for rescue/relief
operations 3 in post-disaster environments.

Hence, in this work, we primarily investigate the problem
of designing a planned network architecture suitable for such
resource-constrained post-disaster environments. Specifically,
the proposed architecture intelligently allocates the constrained
network resource pool in the disaster area in such a way that
(i) each shelter point (residing affected people) in the area is
served by at least one network resource, e.g., a communication
tower or a rescue/relief vehicle etc., and (ii) the end-to-end
network latency (i.e., from volunteers to the MCS or vice-
versa) is minimized. We formulate such a network resource
allocation problem as a non-linear programming (NLP) op-
timization problem, and show that it is NP-hard. Following
this, we propose a simple yet effective sub-optimal heuristic
for solving the problem and thereby, designing a planned
network architecture for the resource-constrained post-disaster
scenarios. Our extensive experiments based on the real map
of Durgapur, India (obtained from Google Maps 4) on top
of the Opportunistic Network (ONE) Simulator [18], demon-
strate that the planned network architecture greatly improves
upon the delivery probability and end-to-end network latency,
compared to that of an unplanned approach, in all considered
resource-constrained post-disaster scenarios.

In summary this paper makes the following contributions:
• We propose a novel network architecture specifically de-

signed to form a temporary communication infrastructure
in post-disaster scenarios with a limited availability of
network resources.

• We formulate a non-linear optimization problem where
the objective is to optimally allocate the constrained
network resources pool in such a way that the end-to-
end network latency is minimized, while ensuring that
each shelter point in the area is covered.

• We prove that such a resource allocation problem is NP-
Hard, and propose a simple yet effective sub-optimal
heuristic to solving it in polynomial-time.

• Through simulation experiments on the real map of NIT,
Durgapur, we demonstrate that the proposed architecture
greatly outperforms the unplanned approach in terms of
two important performance metrics, i.e., delivery proba-
bility and network latency.

3For instance, Calamity Relief Funds (CRFs) are dedicated funds used by
the state governments in India, to meet the expenditure for providing imme-
diate relief to victims of large-scale disasters (such as, cyclone, earthquake,
flood, tsunami etc), which also includes the funds for network resources pool.

4https://www.google.com/maps

Fig. 1. Network model. The green and blue colored lines denote the
communication link between a volunteer and the IDB (via Type 1 interface),
and between IDB and DM (via Type 2 interface), respectively. Similarly, the
dotted red colored line denote the communication link (via Type 3 LWC
interface) between any two communication towers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the network model, whereas Section III formulates the
resource allocation problem. Section IV discusses the details
of the proposed heuristic. Section V discusses the performance
evaluations, followed by conclusions in Section VI.

II. NETWORK MODEL

As shown in Fig. 1, we model a disaster affected area as
a graph G(V,E,R ∪ C) where the node set V = {i : 1 ≤
i ≤ |V |} corresponds to the set of shelter points (SPs) in
the disaster area. A SP is a small geographical area, such as,
a relief camp, school, park, building, evacuation center etc.,
where the affected people gather and stay for a few days (or
even several weeks) in the aftermath of a disaster until the
outside environment is safe [8]. We assume that several of
them, termed volunteers, have a disaster application (such as
Surakshit [19]) installed on his smart device which allows him
to (i) establish ad-hoc communication with other peers directly
via Type 1 interface i.e., Bluetooth or WiFi-Direct, and (ii)
exchange situation or rescue/relief need based messages in
form of text, image, audio and video clips. The edge set E =
{eij}, where eij denotes a direct physical pathway (i.e., a road)
from a SP i to j, where i, j ∈ V . One specific SP, denoted
by v̂, is designated as the Master Control Station (MCS) from
where the entire rescue/relief operations are coordinated.

We assume that each SP i ∈ V is equipped with an
Information Drop Box (IDB). An IDB is a fixed laptop or
a customized equipment (like a kiosk [20] or throwbox [21])
which has following capabilities: (i) two wireless interfaces
- (i.a) Type 1 interface (such as, WiFi-Direct or Bluetooth)
to communicate with the volunteers residing in SP i, and
(i.b) Type 2 interface (such as, short-range WiFi interface) to
communicate with the patrolling data mules (explained below),
and (ii) memory storage - to temporarily store messages
received either from the visiting volunteers or data mules.
Hence, an IDB basically acts as a proxy between a certain
SP (and the residing volunteers) and the patrolling data mule.



Additionally, we consider that the SPs (and IDBs) are usually
far from the MCS, and therefore do not lie in the direct
communication range of each other (which is usually the case
in large-scale post-disaster scenarios [7], [15], [22]).

Network Resources. We consider that there exist a limited
set of network resources 5 pool available in the disaster area
– (a) R = {r : 1 ≤ r ≤ |R|} set of data mules (DMs)
and (b) C = {c : 1 ≤ c ≤ |C|} set of communication
towers, which can be utilized for establishing a temporary
communication network between the SPs and MCS (to carry
out timely and efficient recovery operations). A DM r ∈ R
is a moving vehicle (e.g., police or fire vehicle etc.) or a
rescue/relief team (e.g., medical team, disaster relief team
etc.) equipped with a smart device (with Type 2 interface
and a memory storage). Since, a DM patrols one or more
SPs lying on its route trajectory, it possesses the capability
to collect information messages from the IDBs (belonging
to the patrolling SPs) and/or distribute the messages to the
IDBs (that it may have received from the MCS). For ease of
presentation, we consider that each DM r moves at an average
speed of s Km/hour 6. On the other hand, a communication
tower is directly allotted to a certain SP and remains fixed.
A tower possesses a Type 3 long-range WiFi communication
(LWC) interface, and is capable of communicating with other
far distant tower (located at some other SP or MCS itself);
thanks to the large transmission coverage of LWC interface.

Message Transmission. The generated messages at each
volunteer (residing in a certain SP) are transmitted towards
the IDB (via Type 1 interface), which are then transmitted
towards the MCS, either physically by the patrolling DM (via
Type 2 interface) or over the communication tower’s network
(via Type 3 LWC interface). Similarly, the MCS may generate
certain response messages, which are transferred towards the
volunteers in the similar fashion (in the opposite direction).
In this work, we assume that the latency incurred in message
exchange between any two SPs i and j, via communication
towers is comparatively much smaller than physically carrying
the message by a DM. This is a reasonable assumption as
unlike towers, a DM has to physically travel from SP i to j,
which may take several minutes, or even hours [15], [22].

To meet the key objective of the paper, i.e., minimize the
end-to-end network latency in message exchange between each
volunteer and the MCS, it is important to design a planned
approach for the optimal allocation of the constrained network
resources pool (i.e., |R| DMs and |C| communication towers).
Hence, in rest of the paper, we primarily investigate the
network resource allocation problem. In the following sections,
we first formulate the network resource allocation problem as
an optimization problem, show that such a problem is NP-
Hard, and finally propose a simple yet effective sub-optimal
heuristic for solving it in polynomial-time.

5Though in this work, we only consider C set of communication towers
and R set of DMs as network resources pool, it can be easily extended to
other types of network resources, e.g., UAVs, mobile base stations etc.

6It is straightforward to extend our approach to a disaster scenario where
each DM r ∈ R has a varying traveling speed sr Km/hour.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

This section formulates the network Resource AlloCation
(ResAlloC) problem as a Non-Linear Programming (NLP)
optimization problem. ResAlloC aims at optimally allocating
the limited network resource pool, i.e., |R| data mules and |C|
communication towers, in a disaster area such that the end-
to-end network latency in message exchange between each
volunteer and the MCS is minimized.

Notice that the end-to-end network latency may constitute
several contributing factors (such as, volunteers’ mobility
routes, placement of towers, DMs’ route trajectories, message
transmission between – (i) volunteer and the IDB via Type
1 interface, (ii) IDB and DM via Type 2 interface, if served
by DM, and (iii) IDB and IDB/MCS via Type 3 interface
over towers etc.), however there are only two factors 7 those
influence the ResAlloC problem are – (i) placement of |C|
communication towers, and (ii) determination of route trajec-
tories for |R| DMs. Moreover, from our discussion in Section
II, recall that the message transmission via towers (if possible)
are always be preferred than via the DMs. Keeping these in
mind, the ResAlloC problem can be stated as follows:

Problem Statement: Given a disaster area G(V,E,R∪C),
latency cost lij incurred by any data mule r ∈ R in traveling a
pathway eij ∈ E, the ResAlloC problem is to determine (i) the
optimal SPs for the placement of |C| communication towers,
and (ii) the least latency cost trajectory (i.e., the suitable set
of SPs and pathways) for each DM r; while ensuring that |C|
towers form a connected network over Type 3 interface and
each SP is either served by a tower, or by a DM.

In the following, we discuss in detail the formulation of the
ResAlloC problem as NLP optimization problem.

As discussion in Section II, let eij denote a direct pathway
from a SP i to SP j. That is, eij = 1 if there exists a direct
pathway from SP i to SP j and 0 otherwise. Moreover, let lij
denote the incurred latency by any DM r ∈ R in traveling a
pathway eij from SP i to j. Similarly, let eaij denote a direct
link between a SP i and j. Note that, such a link eaij exists
(i.e., eaij = 1) only if (i) both SPs i and j are allotted a
communication tower and (ii) the euclidean distance between
SP i and SP j is less than or equal to the transmission range
of the communication tower (over Type 3 interface). Finally,
let P r denote the path route trajectory of a certain DM r ∈ R.

Decision Variables. We introduce a binary decision variable
xrij = 1, if DM r currently at SP i visits another SP j,
otherwise xrij = 0. We introduce another binary decision
variable yri = 1, if a SP i ∈ V is served by a DM r ∈ R,
otherwise yri = 0. Note that a data mule visiting a certain SP
may or may not serve that SP (It just passes by the SP while
traveling on its path trajectory). We introduce a third binary
variable zi = 1, if SP i is allotted a communication tower,

7Though the other factors’ contribution to the end-to-end network latency
are non-negligible and varying (as a result of distinct message generation rate
at each volunteer, mobility of each volunteer, waiting time at IDB, and data
rates of Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3 interfaces), these factor do not affect the
optimal solution of the ResAlloC problem, and hence are not considered in
the ResAlloC problem formulation.



otherwise zi = 0. We require a fourth binary variable sri = 1,
if SP i is the start and end node SP (i.e., acts as a depot) for
the route trajectory of DM r ∈ R, otherwise sri = 0. Finally,
we introduce a fifth variable aij = 1, if an edge eaij exists
between a SP i and SP j, otherwise aij = 0.

Objective function. As shown in Eq. 1, the objective of
the ResAllocP problem is to determine the least latency cost
route trajectory P r for each DM r ∈ R.

Minimize max
r∈R

L(P r), where (1)

L(P r) =
∑
i∈V

∑
j∈V

lijx
r
ij (2)

subject to:∑
i∈V

zi ≤ |C| (3)

sri ≤ zi, ∀r, i− (a);
∑
i∈V

sri = 1, ∀r − (b) (4)∑
j∈V

(xrij + xrji)− yri ≥ 0, ∀r, i (5)

zi +
∑
r∈R

yri = 1,∀i (6)∑
i∈V,i6=p

xrip −
∑

j∈V,j 6=p

xrpj = 0, ∀r, p (7)∑
i∈V

sri y
r
i = 1,∀r (8)

xrij ≤ eij , ∀i, j, r (9)∑
i∈V

∑
j∈V

aij ≥
∑
p∈V

zp − 1 (10)∑
i∈S

∑
j∈S

aij ≤
∑
p∈S

zp − 1, ∀S ⊂ V (11)

aij ≤ zi − (a), aij ≤ zj − (b) (12)

zi, y
r
i , s

r
i , x

r
ij , aij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j, r (13)

Constraints. Eq. 3 constrains the cardinality of SPs to be
allotted with a maximum of |C| communication towers. Eq.
4(a) constrains a SP to act as a depot for a certain DM only if it
is allotted a communication tower. This constraint guarantees
that each SP served (not just visited) by a certain DM will
have a non-infinity path to the MCS, and hence can exchange
messages with the MCS. Eq. 4(b) restricts a unique SP to
act as a depot for a certain DM. Eq. 5 ensures a certain SP
to be served by a DM only if it is visited by that DM. Eq.
6 shows that each SP must be served by either a DM or a
communication tower. Eq. 7 represents the flow conservation
constraint which ensures that once a DM r visits a certain SP
p ∈ V , then it must also depart from the same SP. Eq. 8 is
a non-linear constraint and enforces a certain DM to start its
route trajectory from a depot and end at it. Eq. 9 constrains a
DM currently at SP i to travel to another SP j only if there
exists a physical pathway from SP i to j (i.e., eij = 1).

Constraints 10 and 11 ensure that the |C| communication
towers allotted in the disaster area (i.e., allotted at |C| chosen

SPs) form a connected topology over Type 3 LWC interface.
Specifically, constraint 10 ensures that there are at least (K−1)
edges (a required condition for a connected network) between
K towers, allotted at certain K SPs (where K ≤ |C|).
Moreover, constraint in Eq. 11 ensures that there is no cycle
in the subset S. Constraints 12 (a) and 12 (b) requires both the
end SPs i and j to be equipped with a communication tower, to
have a communication link eaij (over Type 3 interface) between
them. Finally, Eqs. 13 represents the binary decision variables,
that take values either 0 or 1.

Theorem 1. The ResAllocP problem is NP-Hard.

Proof: We provide a reduction for a well-known NP-Hard
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [23]. The TSP problem is
as follows: Given a set of cities V and distance dij between
every pair of cities i and j, the problem is to find the shortest
possible route P r that a certain salesman r visits every city
exactly once and returns to the starting city.

We reduce the TSP problem to an instance of ResAlloC
problem as follows: We consider a disaster area with V SPs,
latency cost lij between every pair of SPs i and j (where
i, j ∈ V ), a unique DM r (i.e., |R| = 1) and |C| = 0
communication towers. In this instance, the ResAlloC problem
determines a least latency cost path route trajectory for the DM
r such that the DM r serves each SP exactly once and returns
to the starting SP (i.e., depot). Such a path route trajectory
also corresponds to the optimal solution i.e., shortest possible
route P r, of the TSP problem. Therefore, if we are able to
solve ResAlloC problem in polynomial-time, we are also able
to solve TSP problem in polynomial-time. Since, the TSP
problem is NP-Hard, the ResAlloC problem is NP-Hard.

IV. PROPOSED HEURISTIC

In this section, we discuss a simple yet effective sub-optimal
heuristic that intelligently allocates the limited set of network
resources i.e., |C| communication towers and |R| DMs, in such
a way that the overall latency cost between each SP and the
MCS is minimized. The proposed heuristic operates in two
steps, which is discussed as follows:

A. Step 1: SP Group Formation (and Tower Placement)

This step primarily (i) clusters the V set of SPs in the dis-
aster area into K set of disjoint SP groups (where |K| = |C|),
(ii) determines a suitable group center χk for each SP group
k ∈ K, and finally (iii) allocates a communication tower c ∈ C
to each group center such that the |C| communication towers
form a connected network topology over type 3 LWC interface.
Recall V and C are the set of SPs and communication towers,
respectively. Now, we discuss the details of the proposed step
1 algorithm (See pseudocode 1), which is inspired from K-
medoid clustering algorithm [24]. It works in two phases:

BUILD: In this phase, the heuristic first selects |K| = |C|
random SPs (out of V set of SPs) in the disaster area as the
initial K set of group centers (or simply centers), such that
the |C| communication towers deployed at |K| centers form a
connected network topology over type 3 LWC interface (See



line 4). Then, each remaining non-center i (i.e., i ∈ V \K) SP
is uniquely assigned to the nearest (or least pathway distant)
center. Hence, a SP group k ∈ K constitutes a unique center
(denoted by χk) and the assigned SPs as its group members.

Algorithm 1 Grouping of Shelter Points
1: Input: Disaster area G, C communication towers, Imax
2: Output: K set of SP groups, each with unique group center and

group members.
3: procedure GROUPING-SPS(G, C)
4: Select C ⊆ V set of random SPs as initial K set of centers

(where |K| = |C|) if |C| centers form a connected topology over
type 3 LWC interface

5: Number of iterations, Icurr = 0, Kold = φ
6: while (Kold 6= K) and (Icurr < Imax) do
7: Initialize Sum = 0, Kold = K
8: for each remaining SP i ∈ V \K do
9: Assign SP i to the center, χk with (mink∈K diχk )

10: Sum+ = mink∈K diχk

11: for each randomly selected SP i ∈ V \K do
12: for each SP group k ∈ K do
13: Knew = (K \ χk) ∪ i
14: if is-connected-network(Knew, LWC-range) then
15: Swap SP i with center χk, i.e., χk = i
16: Initialize Sumnew = 0
17: for each SP i ∈ V \Knew do
18: Sumnew += mink∈Knewdiχk

19: if Sumnew < Sum then
20: Finalize Swap and update K = Knew

21: Icurr+ = 1
22: Choose any one group center as the MCS.

SWAP: In this phase, the algorithm attempts to improve
the K set of SP groups by repetitively exchanging the pre-
computed group center (in previous iteration) with a non-
center SP in the current iteration; while ensuring that the
updated centers are connected (over type 3 LWC interface).
As shown in lines 6 - 21, this phase keeps repeating until one
of the following conditions are met– (i) there is no change in
the K set of centers, and (ii) maximum number of iterations
Imax is done. Note that a non-center SP, say i (See line 11) is
chosen randomly as the new center χk (for a certain SP group,
k) with the hope that it improves (or minimizes) the overall
sum of the pathway distances between every non-center SP
to their centers. Provided that the overall sum of the pathway
distances for the new K set of centers is improved, the swap
between non-center i and the center χk is finalized. Finally,
as shown in line 22, one unique center is chosen as the MCS.

B. Step 2: Determination of DM Trajectories.

The second step of the heuristic determines the suitable (i.e.,
least latency cost) trajectory for each DM r ∈ R in the disaster
area. As shown in pseudocode 2, the proposed algorithm for
second step is as discussed follows:

First, the algorithm allocates
⌊
|R|
|K|

⌋
DMs to each SP group

k ∈ K, except the last one which will constitute the remaining
DMs (See lines 5 - 8). Let Vk denote the set of SPs (including
the center χk) in the group k. Then, the algorithm utilizes
Dijkstra’s algorithm [25] to compute the shortest (i.e., least

pathway distance) path from the group center χk to every
non-center SP i ∈ Vk \ χk (i.e., belonging to the group k)
(See line 11). This returns a P set of shortest paths, which
is then sorted in the increasing order of the pathway distance
(See line 13). Following this, as shown in lines 14 - 19, the
algorithm assigns a certain (in increasing order) shortest path
p ∈ P to a certain DM r ∈ Rk (i.e., belonging to a SP group
k), provided that the chosen path p has at least one unvisited
non-center SP. Then, all the SPs belonging to the path p are
marked visited. Finally, each of the remaining unvisited SPs
in group k are assigned to the nearest route trajectory P r of
DM r ∈ Rk (See line 20).

Algorithm 2 Calculation of Data Mule Trajectory
1: Input: K set of SP groups, R set of DMs
2: Output: Suitable trajectory path P r for each DM r ∈ R
3: procedure GET-DM-TRAJECTORY()
4: for each SP group k ∈ K do
5: if (k < |K|) then //except the last one
6: No. of DMs, |Rk| = b |R||K|c
7: else
8: |Rk| = |R| − (|K| − 1)b |R||K|c
9: Set of paths, P = φ

10: for each SP i ∈ Vk \χk do //Vk is set of SPs in group k
11: Compute shortest (or least pathway distance) path p

from center χk to non-center SP i (using Dijkstra’s algorithm)
12: Include path p in the path set P , i.e., P = P ∪ p
13: Sort P in increasing order of pathway distance
14: for each DM, r ∈ Rk do
15: for each unique path, p ∈ P do
16: if at least one unvisited SP in path p then
17: Route trajectory, P r = p
18: Mark all SPs belonging to path p as visited
19: break
20: Allocate remaining unvisited SPs in group k to the nearest

route trajectory P r

Time Complexity. Algorithm 1 takes O(|K|2) to check if |K|
centers are connected (using Depth First Search or Breadth
First Search algorithm [25] in the worst case). Hence, the
total complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(Imax × |V | × |K|3),
where Imax is the maximum number of iterations. The time
complexity of the algorithm 2 is O(|K|× |Rk|× |Vk|2). Since
Imax is comparatively very high, the total complexity of the
proposed heuristic is O(Imax × |V | × |K|3).

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
network architecture in terms of the following performance
metrics: (i) Network Latency - the worst-case delay incurred
in delivering a generated message from a volunteer (residing in
a certain SP) to the MCS or vice-versa (i.e., from MCS to the
intended volunteer)., (ii) Delivery Probability - the fraction of
total messages successfully delivered (within the prespecified
TTL deadline) to the MCS to the total messages generated at
the volunteers or vice versa.



A. Simulation Setup

We simulate the proposed planned network architecture on
the real map of Durgapur, India in the Opportunistic Network
Environment (ONE) simulator [18].

As shown in Fig. 2, we have developed a software tool,
termed Post-Disaster Communication Resource Planning Tool
(PDCRPT), where we select a 3 × 3 sq. Km area surround-
ing National Institute of Technology (NIT), Durgapur as the
simulation area. Following this, the shelter points are placed
in the considered area (See Fig. 2(a)). Then, it extracts the
path information from the map in a distributed manner 8

using Google Map APIs (Fig. 2(b)). Using both the shelter
point and pathway information, the proposed heuristic is run
offline and the suitable shelter points for tower deployment,
and route trajectories for data mules are computed (Fig. 2(c)).
Finally, we perform the experimental analysis on top of the
ONE simulator, as discussed below.

Fig. 2. An overview of PDCRPT tool: (a) Area and Shelter point selection,
(b) Path extraction in distributed manner (via four clients) with the help of
Google Map APIs, (c) Proposed heuristic offline run, and (d) Experimental
analysis of the proposed architecture in ONE simulator

All the experiments, unless otherwise stated, are performed
with 8 shelter points, 2 communication towers, and 3 moving
vehicles (acting as data mules). Refer to Table I for a complete
overview of the considered simulation parameters.

1) Movement model: For volunteers, we consider Post Of-
fice Cluster Movement Model (PCM) [15], which is extended
from the Cluster movement model [26]. In PCM model,
a volunteer visits the IDB (located in its SP) in such a
way that the inter-arrival time gap between two consecutive
visits to the IDB follows a Poisson or some other standard
probability function. See [15] for the details on PCM model.
On contrary, for data mules, we utilize External Movement
Model (integrated with ONE simulator), where we specify
the movement of each DM, which is computed offline by our
proposed heuristic (See Fig. 2 (c)).

2) Network Traffic model: We consider two types of mes-
sage packets in our experiments – (i) Request packet - These

8Google limits the extraction of pathways to 10 routes and 23 waypoints
(nearly 0.75× 0.75 sq. Km map area) per client user. Hence, we developed
a distributed algorithm for generating a complete path information, while
utilizing limited information from Google Maps, via four clients.

packets are generated by volunteers, and are to be delivered
to the MCS, and (ii) Response packets - Such packets are
generated by MCS, and are to be delivered to the intended
IDB (and volunteer). See Table I for the details of request and
response packet generation rates and packet sizes.

3) Routing model: For our experiments, we utilize the
simplest yet effective epidemic routing protocol [27], for it
offers very high delivery probability and network latency,
compared to that of other standard routing protocols [7], [8]
proposed for post-disaster communication networks.

TABLE I
LIST OF SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Simulation parameters Description

Underlying map information NIT Durgapur &
its surrounding

Simulation area 3× 3 sq. Kms
Average. geographical area of a SP 200 m

Disaster impact on pathways 10%
Number of shelter points 8

Number of data mules 3
Average Speed of data mules 10 Km/hr

Number of communication towers 2
No. of volunteers 3− 5/shelter point

Request packet generation rate: 10 packets/hr
Response packet generation rate: 3 packets/hr

Size of each request packet 100− 300 KB
Size of each response packet 50− 100 KB

Time-To-Live (TTL) for each packet 1 hour
(Data rate, Range) of Type 1 Interface (2 Mbps, 10 m)
(Data rate, Range) of Type 2 Interface (20 Mbps, 100 m)

(Data rate, Range) of Type 3 (LWC) Interface (100 Mbps, 8 km)
Data mule waiting time at each DB 1− 2 min

Simulation time 8 hours

B. Unplanned architecture

In order to highlight the effectiveness of our proposed
network architecture, we compare our architecture with an
unplanned network architecture that greedily utilizes the con-
strained network resources pool for deployment in the disaster
area. Such an unplanned architecture largely represents the
ad-hoc decision making in rapidly deploying the network
resources; in order to form a communication network in the
disaster area (as discussed in Section I).

Let us assume the aforestated resource-constrained post-
disaster scenario G(V,E,R ∪ C) with a limited network
resource pool of |R| DMs and |C| communication towers,
then the steps for the unplanned architecture is as follows:

1) First, choose one random SP (out of |V | SPs) as the
MCS and place a communication tower to it.

2) Second, allocate the rest (|C|-1) communication towers
to the farthest (|C| - 1) SPs from the MCS.

3) Third, distribute |R| DMs uniformly to the |C| SPs
equipped with communication towers (including MCS),
i.e., each such SP (or basically, a depot) will have b |R||C|c
DMs, except the last one which constitutes the remaining
DMs. (Notice that this step is similar to that of DM
distribution to each center in our proposed heuristic.)

4) Fourth, each DM is uniformly assigned a
⌊
|V |−|C|
|R|

⌋
subset of SPs, which does not have a communication
tower, and are closest to the depot for that DM.



5) Fifth, each of the remaining SPs, say i with no com-
munication towers (if any) are assigned to the nearest
SP subset (corresponding to a certain DM). Now, every
DM travels to each SP in the assigned SP subset via the
shortest path, and finally returns to the depot.

C. Experimental Results

In this section, we present the comparative analysis of
the planned network architecture against the unplanned ar-
chitecture in terms of aforementioned performance metrics
(i.e., Network latency and Delivery Probability) against two
important parameters: (i) varying number of data mules, (ii)
varying number of communication towers, in the disaster area.
These parameters represent the limited network resource pool
that may be available for forming a temporary communication
network in a given post-disaster scenario.

1) Delivery Probability Analysis: Fig. 3(a) shows that the
proposed planned architecture greatly outperforms the un-
planned approach, for constrained (< 6) number of available
communication towers in the disaster area. This is because,
unlike greedy approach utilized by unplanned architecture, the
planned architecture utilizes the proposed heuristic that intel-
ligently determines the optimal set of SPs for the placement
of communication towers in the disaster area. With ≥ 6 com-
munication towers, the delivery probability for both planned
and unplanned approach are close to 100%, because there
are sufficiently large number of communication towers for 8
shelter points in the disaster area (in addition to 3 data mules,
as discussed in the simulation set up), to successfully deliver
all the generated (both Request and Response) messages.

(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Delivery Probability vs Number of (a) Towers, and (b) Data mules

Intuitively enough, as shown in Fig. 3(b), the delivery prob-
ability for both planned and unplanned architectures improve
with increase in availability of data mules in the disaster
area. However, it is noteworthy that the planned architecture
greatly outperforms the unplanned one in terms of delivery
probability, for constrained (≤ 5) number of data mules in
the disaster area. This is again because, unlike unplanned one,
the proposed heuristic for the planned architecture rationally
determines the suitable route trajectories for each data mule.

2) Network Latency Analysis: As illustrated in Fig. 4(a),
the end-to-end network latency incurred in the planned archi-
tecture is significantly lower than that of the unplanned archi-
tecture, especially for limited (< 6) number of communication
towers in the disaster area. Moreover, Fig. 4(b) shows that the
proposed architecture greatly outperforms the unplanned one,
even for varying number of data mules. The reason is that

(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Network Latency vs Number of (a) Towers, and (b) Data mules

Fig. 5. Mean latency for various communication links between (i) Volunteer
and IDB (Volunteer-IDB), (ii) IDB and Group Center via a DM (IDB-DM-
GC), and (iii) Group Center and MCS via LWC towers (GC-LWC-MCS)

the the proposed heuristic for the planned architecture aims at
deploying the constrained set of communication towers (and
also data mules) in the disaster area, in such a way that the
end-to-end network latency is minimized.

In Fig. 5, we show, for the planned architecture, the mean
latency incurred in various communication links – between
(i) Volunteer and IDB over Type 1 interface, denoted by
(Volunteer-IDB), (ii) IDB and group center via a patrolling
data mule (over Type 2 interface), denoted by IDB-DM-GC),
and finally (iii) Group center and MCS via a communication
tower (over Type 3 interface). From Fig 5, it is clearly
evident that the major portion of the total end-to-end network
latency (i.e., between volunteers and the MCS) is due to the
latency incurred in exchanging messages between the IDB
and the patrolling data mule. Whereas the incurred network
latency in message transmission over communication towers
is negligible, which further justifies our assumption in Section
II (i.e., the incurred network latency in message exchange over
communication towers between any two SPs is much smaller
than physically carrying the messages via a data mule.).

Also notice the inset plot in Fig. 5, which shows a significant
difference in the latency incurred by (IDB-DM-GC) communi-
cation links between planned and unplanned architectures. We
do not show the plots for other two (Volunteer-IDB) and (GC-
LWC-MCS) links for unplanned architecture, as the incurred
latency is similar to that of planned architecture.

Discussion. From the above experimental analysis, it is clear
that the proposed network architecture clearly outperforms the
unplanned architecture, in terms of both the performance met-
rics, for varying limited network resource pool in the disaster
area. Hence, we conclude that the proposed architecture is
a promising approach to set up a temporary communication
network in resource-constrained post-disaster environments.



VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel network architecture
specifically designed for resource-constrained post-disaster
environments. The proposed architecture intelligently allocated
the limited network resource pool such that the end-to-end
network latency between the volunteers and the MCS is
minimized, while ensuring that each shelter point (and hence,
survivor/volunteer) is served by at least one network resource.
We formulated the resource allocation problem as a non-linear
programming optimization problem, and showed that such a
problem is NP-hard. Then, we proposed a simple yet effective
sub-optimal planned heuristic that solves the above problem
in polynomial-time. Compared to an unplanned approach, our
extensive experiments based on the real map of Durgapur,
India on top of the ONE simulator, indicated that the proposed
planned architecture improves upon both the metrics, i.e.,
delivery probability and network latency, in all considered
resource-constrained post-disaster environments.

As a part of our future work, we intend to create a
small testbed surrounding our university (NIT, Durgapur) and
simultaneously, conduct large-scale simulation experiments to
further validate the effectiveness of our proposed architecture.
We would also like to extend our network architecture to
take into account the time-evolving nature of post-disaster
scenarios, for instance, the movement of data mules, and
the existence of pathways in the area etc. may evolve over
time. Additionally, the wireless devices (including towers and
IDBs in the area), may suffer from additional issues, such
as, energy scarcity, memory overflow, device failures etc. over
time, which we intend to address in future as well.
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